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•Ω1									with Ca        (more pronounced with surfactant)   
•Ω1								 with ϕ         (only with surfactant)
•Experiments on droplet formation in symmetric 
cross junction      the simplest geometry. 
•With and without surfactant.
•Different production regimes 
are observed as Capillary 
number (Ca) and flow rate ratio 
(ϕ) are varied in a large range. 
 Ca = 0.006 & Phi = 1
The mysteries of droplet birth in microfluidic cross junctions
« How to predict  droplet volume and frequency based on inlet flow rates? » 
Stéphanie van Loo 1,2 & Tristan Gilet 1
• Stable dripping over several decades of Ca and ϕ 
• Range reduced with surfactant. 
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•Model valid for large range of Ca & ϕ 
(extended range compared to previous 
models - limits of Chen’s model) 
•Influence of surfactant mainly on T1 
•Aspect ratio W* determined from satellite 
droplets.
Ω	1 & Ω2 vs. Ca (resp. ϕ) with fixed ϕ (resp. Ca).  
Solid line = fit on the whole dataset. Dashed line = model of 
Chen et al. [1].  
     without surf.      with surf.  
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Satellite droplet looping in the vertical 
plane between two main droplets. 
0.025’’
2.9 mm
Satellite droplet looping in the horizontal 
plane between two main droplets. 
Ca = 0.007 & Φ= 1.5
Ca = 0.012 & Φ = 1.5
Spatio-temporal diagram
Recirculation      Stokes eq. solved 
analytically :
Snapshots
Stable dripping  Aperiodic dripping
Sporadic/no drop Secondary droplets
Jetting
Position of the front interface during 
the formation of 10 successive 
droplets. 
Ca = 0.0026 
& Φ = 0.5











No surfactant, W* = 1.8 Surfactant, W* = 3.2
Rec 44 & 97 ,  Ca = 0.0044 & 0.034 Rec 28&46 ,  Ca = 0.0045 & 0.035Inflation : dispers d volume
Superposition of two snapshots from the same experiment right after 
pinch-off and initial retraction (orange) and after T1 at the end of the 
inflation step (blue).
Prediction of Ω  
without surf., W* = 1.8 with surf. W* = 3.2
Parity plot of measured dimensionless droplet volume Ω 









Fig. 4 (a) Dripping in a cross junction happens in two successive steps:
inflation (duration T1) and squeezing (duration T2). Snapshots are taken
at Ca= 0.0026 and f = 0.5 (here without surfactant). (b) Position of the
front interface during the formation of 10 successive droplets, as a
function of time (here made dimensionless and modulo with the droplet
production frequency). The average speed is ' 4.4 mm/s during the first
step, and ' 25.5 mm/s during the second step. It corresponds to
0.5QD/(WH) and 0.97(QC+QD)/(WH) respectively. The transition from
step 1 to step 2 corresponds to the intersection of extrapolated
constant-speed trajectories (red lines).
be fairly captured with an empirical logarithmic law
W⇤i = Ai Bi logCa Ci logf , i 2 {1,2} (7)
Coefficients Ai, Bi and Ci are determined by least-square fitting
of all data points in the dripping regime. They are summarized
in table 1, for both without and with surfactant. The uncertainty
on these coefficients is determined from the range in which the
residue is less than 10% higher than its minimum value. Parity
plots in Figure 5(c-f) confirm the validity of this empirical approx-
imation 7 in the entire dripping regime. Only A1, A2 and C1 seem
significantly affected by the presence of surfactant.
Table 1 Coefficients of the logarithmic law Wi = Ai Bi logCa Ci logf
(Eq. 7) determined by least-square fitting of all the data points in the
dripping regime.
Step i 1: Filling 2: Pinching
Surfactant w/o w/ w/o w/
Ai  0.25±0.04  2.21±0.03 0.25±0.04 0.09±0.03
Bi 0.7±0.01 1.42±0.01 0.81±0.01 0.82±0.01
Ci 0.05±0.03 0.74±0.03 0.61±0.03 0.67±0.03
A prediction W⇤ = W⇤1+W⇤2f of the dimensionless droplet vol-
ume W is directly inferred from Eq. (7). Parity plots of Fig. 6
indicate that the volume prediction works on the full range of pe-
riodic dripping, with a maximum error of 30% and 20%, for the
case without and with surfactant respectively. These plots also
reveal that in a given geometry, the droplet volume generated by
dripping can only vary by a factor of 10 in the full range of flow
rates (and corresponding parameters Ca and f). Moreover, for
the same input, the presence of surfactant reduces the droplet
volume by a factor two on average.
Snapshot analysis
More insight about the influence of each parameter can be ob-
tained from a direct comparison of snapshots taken at the same
dimensionless time in different conditions. The interface motion
during the filling step is highlighted in Figure 7, where Ca, f and
the presence of surfactant are changed one by one. These snap-
shots confirm that the volumeW1 decreases with increasingCa for
fixed f = 0.2. This decrease is more pronounced with surfactant
than without. It is partly attributed to an earlier transition to the
second step (pinching) and to a thinner water thread, both be-
ing induced by the shear stress from the oil flow. Both effects are
more pronounced with surfactant than without. In addition, sur-
factant induces a strong dependence to Ca of the initial interface
retraction after previous pinch-off (orange line in Fig. 7). The
variation of W1 with increasing f at fixed Ca is also confirmed by
snapshots of Fig. 7c-d. The slight increase (+13%) in the case
without surfactant is mostly attributed to a later transition (i.e.
farther downstream) to the second step for larger f . The strong
decrease (-65%) with surfactant originates again from a thinner
water thread and from the less pronounced initial retraction. A
similar analysis of W2 is less straightforward, as this volume of oil
around the water thread is less easily quantified.
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Introduction
